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In the near future, when the world’s population has been decimated by disease,
the fortunate few live inside the Boundary, while the unlucky ones are left to
die on the Outside. Having escaped the tyranny of the Neighbourhood inside
the Boundary, now under the protection of the Union, MaryAnn Hunter is
slowly re-building her life as a fugitive on the Outside.
But when a friend asks for help MaryAnn finds herself on a dangerous rescue
mission that takes her on a terrifying journey back into the desperate clutches
of the Director and the Light.
MaryAnn faces a fight for survival. It’s a fight she must win against
insurmountable odds.
This is the second book in the gripping, but chillingly realistic Union Trilogy.
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• A young adult dystopian novel set in the near future which

• Having escaped her privileged life inside the Boundary, her journey
of discovery on the Outside causes her to face up to her fear of the

“

unknown and to question the very foundations of her old life.

• About growing up and finding your own boundaries and beliefs.
• Examines the themes of power and the abuse of power.

• Examines the themes of death, coming to terms with loss,
discrimination and the fear of the unknown.

About the Author:

Joe Kipling is a Hull born, west Yorkshire based young adult
fiction writer with a lifelong passion for Sci-Fi, particularly
the post apocalyptic variety. She currently lives in Holmfirth with her dog Rosie and is a full time consultant and
part time writer. A lifetime of travelling and avoiding near
catastrophe has provided endless inspiration for The Union Trilogy.
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